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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the economic optimization in local 
networks of exchabCe location. and beundaries. 

For a more convenient mathematical treatment a model is 
defined simplifying certain network ~roperties. Among 
these are the subscribe~'s distribution and distance eva
luation, a. veIl as assumptions regarding traffic distri
bution and cost structure. 

An iterative method i. described; aiming at minimization 
of the total network co.t. uDder con.traint •• These con
straints are mainly defined by the tran •• i •• ion plan and 
the grade of .e~c •• 

. . Some of the steps in the calculation procedure are dealt 
with in detail. Thu. a description of the more intricate 
parts of the optimiz~tion problem is given and reference 
is made to part. that have been treated earlier. 

• 
• 
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1. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 

The investments in telephone networks are very large and 
consequently it is important to make thorough plans based 
on forecasts about the future demand. To meet the rising 
demand and at the same time fulfil the requirements on 
transmission and traffic qualities, there is a need to 
install new equipment in the network. The problem is to 
make this at a cost as low as possible. 

One of the fundamental problems met in the planning pro
cedure, is the determination of the number and locations 
of new exchanges. This problem is an optimization one, 
which involves so many variables and is so intricate 
that the use of computerized methods are imperative. 

We will here give a model and an optimization procedure 
which aims at minimizing the cost for the network by 
optimizing the number and locations of new exchanges. 

The whole complex of the optimization procedure is sket
ched in figure 1. The part within the double frame .·.is 
the part ·of the procedure which is carried out with the 
aid of computer programs. 
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Figure 1. Optimization process and constraints. 
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2 ~ DEFINITION OF THE MODEL 

The stated problem requires the construction of a cost 
function which the optimization procedure will minimize 
with respect to the number of exchanges, their locations 
and boundaries. To deduce such a function certain pro
perties of reality have to be simplified and formulated 
so as to be convenient for mathematical treatment. To 
this end the !Sub,m'ber'. distribution in the area is 
defined according to 2.1, the traffic properties of the 
subscribers and the traffic distribution, which is a 
function of the exchange area boundaries, is calculated 
as described in 2.2. The distances in the area, which -
are functions of the exehange locations, are calculated 
as showed in 2.3. 

The traffic and distance calculations are essential since 
the results affect the choi8e of network equipment to 
be used and hence affects the cost of the network. 

The costs of the different typel of the equipment are 
discussed in 2.~.1 - 2.~.3. -

The traffic distribution also gives the base for the op
timization of the trunk network which is discussed in 2.5. 

With the definitions above the cost function, i.e. the . 
object function for the optimization COU14 be aBduced, 
as is done in 2.~.~. 

2.1 SUBSCRIBER INVENTO~ 

A rectangular grid is placed over a map of the area to 
be studied. There are I rows and J columns in the grid. 
Each rectangle has the size ~.f4. This grid is used to 
define the subscriber di.stribution within the area, but 
is also used as a reference for exchange locations and 
boundaries for exchange and traffic areas. 

The number of subscribers in rectangle (i, j) in the 
grid is denoted bya' (i, j). 

2.2 TRAFFIC AREAS 

In order to calculate the traffic dispersion one extreme 
would be to define for each subscriber his traffic dis~ 
persion and the other extreme would be to say that all 
subscribers have the same dispersion. It has been found 
advantageous to define areas in which all subscribers 
are consider'ed to have the same traffic volume and .dis
persion. These areas are called traffic areas. 

The following notations are used: 

a(k, 1) 

'(i, j, 

" 
e (i, j, 

" 

K 

S(r, k) 

d. (k) 

A(r, t) 

k) 

r) 

= traffic from a subscriber in traffic area 
k to a subscriber in traffic area 1 

1 if subscribers in rectangle (i, j) llelasg 
to traffic area k 

o otherwise 

1 if subscribers in rectangle,{i, j) belong 
to exchange r 

o otherwise 

the total number of traffic areas 

= number of subscribers in exchange r belong
ing to traffic area k 

total originated traffic per subscriber 
in area k 

the total traffic from an exchange r to an 
exchange t 

With these notations we obtain the following formulae. 
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S(r .k) • t t ,;(i.j.k)·£(i.j.r)·o(i.j) ••• (1) 

1 J K 

= [ [ L t U.j,l) .d(i,j)· a(k,l) ••• (2) : 
1=1 j=1 l=1 

K K 

A{r,t) =L LS(r,k).S(t,l).a(k,l) , 
k=1 l=1 

• •• (3) 

" 2.3 DISTANCE CAI..CULATION 

In the course of the optimization procedure it will 
be necessary to calculate the distances between ex-
changes and from exchange to subscribers as well as • 
the derivatives of these distances with respect to 
the exchange coordinates. 

Exchange to exchange distance can be ~ritten as 

d (r.t) = V(Xr - Xt)2 .1L2+(Yr-Yt)2.V2 i ... (~j. 
or 

• .• (5) 

depending on whethe:r distances are measured along the 
hypotenuse or the cathetie of a right-angled triangle. 

Exchange to subscriber distance is a more complicated 
matter. The 0" (i, j) subscribers in the rectangle (i, j) 
in the. grid are assumed to be homogenously distributed 
and the problem can be stated as finding the mean dis
tance from a given point (x, y), corresponding to an ex
change location, to a ~*f4rectangle with its center in 
(i, j). Two methods, called cathetie method and hypote- -
nuse method, are discussed in the following parts. 

2.3.1 Cathetie method 

Measuring distances along the cathetie we can express 
' the mean distance as: 

dz duo -. ••• (6) 

where 

c, = (X - j - t ). ~ 
02 = (X - j + ~ ) · ~ 

b, :: (y - i - t ), . V 

b2 = (y - i + ~ ) · V , . 2 . 

/ 

Formula (6) leads to ) 

C2 - b2 

0= ~ JIZI dz +~ J lul du 
C1 b1 

where 

• 
••• (7) 

••• (8) 
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a2 ~ if a,· ~ itO , f Izl dz 
~·la1 +a21 

= ' .,. (9) 
a., a?+ ~ if 'a,-a2 $0 2 

b2 
1¥·lb1 + b21 if b,.~ ~O 

f'U'dU = ••• (10) 

bl+ ~ b, 

' 2 if b;·b2, ~ 
2.3.2 HYpotenuse method 

Measuring distances a~ong the hy.pG'tenus'e the mean dis,", . ' 
tance can be written a8: 

• a2~ . D=~\ f f VZ2+U2' dz du ••• (11) 

a, b1 \ 

• A primitive function of the integrand in (11) is 

G(Z,U) = 6 1 [2.Z.u.w + z3·ln(u+w) +' 
·p:V 

] 
••• (12) 

+ u3·ln(z+w,) 
where 

w =Vz2 + u2' ••• (13) 

and D is then found by inserting the integration limits 
as defined in (7). 

2.3.3 Derivatives 

In Section 4.3, the optimization of exchange locati~ns, 
use is made of the first and second order derivatives of 
the above defined distances with respect to the exchange 
locations, x and y. These are needed only for th~ hypo~ 
tenuse method. ' ' 

. From (4) we get 

6d(r, t) = ~2. Xr -Xt 
6xr d(r,t) 

••• (14) " 

• 6d(r, t) = V2 • Yr(-Yt
J 6y d r, t 

••• (15) 

&d(r,t) = _~.V2. (Yr -Yt)2 
6xr 6Xt ' d3(r,t) 

••• (16) 

62d(r,t) =_~. V2. (Xr -Xtf 
6Yr 6Yt d3(r,t) 

••• (17) 

62d(r.t) = 02d(r,t) =~2.V2. (Xr-Xt)(Yr>\) 
Oxr6Yt 6Yr OXt d3(r, t) , .. '. (18) 

From (11) we get the derivativ.es of the dist~ce by 
ins~rting the integration limits (7) in 

6G{z.u} = .l... [u.w + z2·tn{u +w) ] ex 2·~ 
••• (19) 

6G ~z.ul = ..L.~.w +u2·tn{z +w)] Oy 2·~ 
••• (20) 

62G~z.u) = ~ ·z·ln(u+w) 
6x2 V 

••. (21) 

t}G{Z.U) = :t...·u·ln{z+w) 
6y2 ' ~ 

.•• (22) 

02G(Zt) 
6x Y 

_ 62G(~,U) - w 
- 6y X . -

••• (23) 

- ~ ' .... 

2.4 COST STRUCTURE 

T~e investments ~n telephone equipment in a local net
work can be divided into the following three main 
parts: 

ay cost for transmission media from subscribers 
to exchanges 

b) 

c) 

cost for transmission media between e~~ ' 
changes 

cost for exchanges 

These different costs are treated separately below. 

It is obvious that only those parts which are affected 
~ the optimization variables, need to be taken into 
account~n the optimization procedure. 

2.4.1 Subscriber-exchange 

The only part of this cost which i. dependent on any 
variable, in this case the location of the exchange, is 
the distance-dependent cost of the subscriber line. 

The cost structure for the subscriber lines is shown 
in figure 2. The steps in the cost function are due to,. 
the fact that at the step-points a cable With a lower 
attenuation and/or ,resistance has to be chosen in or
der to fulfil the specifications of the transmission 
plan. 

The cost for a subscriber line is expressed as: 

Cl = Cl [d(i, j, r)] ••• (24) 

where d(i, j, r) si,gnifies the distance from a subscriber 
in the rectangle (i, j) to the exchange r • 

For a detailed study of the primary network a special 
optimization program has been aeveloped. See ref. 7 
f 'or more information re~arding that program • . 

2.4.2 Exchange-Exchange 

As in 2.4.1 the distance dependent~art of the cost is 
of interest, but in this case it is possible to choose 
different transmission media. The cost structure for 
these media may differ as is shown in f~gure 3. Mu! tiplex
circuits may have a high cost for very short distances 
but the increase in cost as a function of the distance 
is very small. The cost function for cable has a similar 
pattern to that described in part 2.4.1 above. 
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The cost {or a line between exchanges (r, t) is expre,ased , 
as: 

••• (25) 

where d(r, t) is the distance between exchange r and ex
change t. 

For connection between all exchanges an optimal choice 
is made between available transmission media. This choi
ce implies that C2 also is a function of the number of 
circuits between r and t, but this optimization is car- ~ 
ried out separat~ly and hence C2 could be considered as , 
an optimized cost and be expressed as above. 

/ ~. --- --

d d 

Figure 2 Figure 3 

Figure 2: Cost for a subscriber line as a function of 
the distance from subscriber to exchange. 

Figure 3: Cost for an exchange to exchange line as a 
function of the distance between the exchanges. 

The part of the exchange cost ;affee.ted by the optimiza
tion, i.e. the traffic depend.nt part ,is given as the 
marginal cost for i. a. an extra incoming/outgoing re
lay set. This cost is expressed as: 

••• (26) 

The formula indicates that the marginal cost may d{ffer 
due to both the type of originating exchange, r, and the 
type of teEminating exchange, t. 

With the three different costs, given in (24), (25) and 
(26), and with the, notations explained in parts 2.1 
and 2.2, the. total cost function can be expressed as: 

E ~ J 

C = [ L La (i,j)·£{i,j,r). 
r=1 i =1 j=1 

E = 

· c, [ d (i, j , r )] + 
E E ••• (27.) 

'+ [ [Nrt· C3(r,t) + 
r=1 t=1 

+ t, t, Nrto C2[ d(r ,t)] 

the number of exchanges 

the number of circuits from exchange r to ex
change t. This number is received from the op
ti~ization ~rocedure referred to in 2.5. 

2.5 OPrDUZATION OF ALTERNATIVE ROUTING NEl'WORKS 

The method has earlier been de8cri bed in article8 by 
Y Rapp and B Wall.tram (referene •• 2, 3, 4 and 6). 

The reader i8 referred to th08e article8 for informa
tion regarding the optimization method u8ed for the al
ternative routing network. 

3. OPTmMIMllON CONSTRAINTS 

3.1 GRADE OF SERVICE 

As the optimization procedure only takes those parts in
to consideration which vary with the exchange location 
and the trunk network nt not those which can be consi
dered as constant, it is necessary to split the conges
tion which is allowed between A- and B-subscribers into 
separate parts in order to find how much of the allowed 
congestion that might be used in the optimization proce
dure. 

The grade of service may diff-er within the national and 
local parts of the network. Routes to special services 
can be dimensioned so as to satisfy the specified levels 
for their grade of service. 

3.2 TRANSMISSION PLAN 

The upper limits for line resistance and attenuation 
are defined in the -relevant parts of the network. 

3.3 EXCHANGE PROPERTIES 

The specification defines traffic handling properties 
of the exchanges, total multiple capacity and possible 
availabilites and the relevant costs. 

3.4 TRANSMISSION· PROPERTIES 

The specification defines the available transmission 
media, with their appropriate costs, aitenuation, re
sistance etc. 

3.5 ROUTING CONSTRA~S 

The routing is normally optimized with regard to direct, 
high usage and tandem routes. Special constraints in 
any part of the network will generally occur. 

'. 
• 

3.6 OTHER CONSTRAINTS 

A number of other constraints, mainly of practical nature . 
or dictated by physical necessities, have generally to be 

, taken into account. Some examples: 

Fixed locations for already existing or for other reasons 
predetermined exchanges. 

Fixed exchange area boundaries for some exchanges. • 

Exclusion of exchange locations for ' geographic reasons, 
i.e. rivers, lakes, churches, .tc. In the model such 
'areas might be av-oided by defining the cost of the build
ing site as infinite. 

4. OPrIMIZATION METHOD 

4.1 GENERAL 

The optimization problem can now be defined as minimizing 
the cost function (27) with respect to 

E the number of exchanges 

(x, y) the exchange coordinates 

E (i, j, r)= the exchange area boundaries 

and taking into account the constraints given in chapt~r 3. 
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As will be shown in Sect. 4.4, the optimal exchange area 
boundaries can be found if the number of exchanges and 
their locations are considered as fixed. 

If the number of exchanges, E, is assumed fixed there ob
viously exists an optimal set of exchange locations with 
the corresponding cost, C(E). A suitable method for find
ing this set is the hill-climbing method described in 
Sect. 4.3. In order to avoid local minima and to obtain 
the global optimum it is imperative to have access to 
ini tial locations sufficiently close to the solution. 'A 
further discussion of these locations is made in 4.2. 

As can be seen in Fig. 4 the optimal number of exchanges, 
Eopt, can be found by choosing the value of E yielding 
~he lowest C(E)-value. Note that these should be increa
sed by adding the costs of site, building, power supply, 
etc. Eexi is the number of already existing exchanges. 

total 

trunk 
network 

subs. 
network 

l. .. -===::~~::::::::::::::======:::=~~~~~bUildingS 
Eexi Enew 

Eopt 

Figure 4. The main parts of the cost as a function of 
the number of exchanges in the network. 

For practic~l use, however, finding the optimal set of 
eIchange locations for each value of E would be a te
dious procedure. Therefore the following section will 
describe a heuristic approach combining the optimiza-~~' 
tion of E with the finding of the-initial locations 
needed in 4.3. 

~. 2 ~ER OF EXCHANGES 

Obviously, . the nuaber of exchanges should be increased '·&s 

• 

long as this will decrease the total cost of the network. 
Introducing a new exchange at any given location (x, y) 

. in the area, and optimizing the boundaries of this ex
change, will decrease the cost of the subscriber's net-
work due to shorter and less expensive cables, at the 
same time increasing the cost of the trunk net~rk due 
to the fact that the efficiency of the inter-exchange 
routes decreases with decreasing traffic. Naturally, 
only those (x, y) where the net profit, that is the dif
ference between the gain in the subscriber's network 
and the loss in the trunk network, is not only positive, 
but exceeds the cost of actually building an exchange in 
this location, need be considered. Theoretically, one 
could calculate a "gain function", F(x, y), throughout 
the area, select the location with the highest F-value, 
correct F in the vicinity of the selected spot, select 
the location which now has the highest F-value, etc. 
As this is practically not feasible, we are forced to 
radicallYDaduae the number of locations for which F ' 
is ealOlllated. 

As the loss in the trunk network is not greatly affedted 
by the exact position of an exchange, the obvious thing 
to do i~look for locations where the gain in the sub
scriber's network is high. 

As the highest gain is obtained for subscribers with long 
' .. and expensive cables, and these are found along the ex
changes boundaries, we may assume that suitable lo~ations 
may be foun~where two or more exchange .area boundaries 
intersect. This will further decrease the calculation 
effort. These intersection points, however, are not the 
optimal points due to the influence of the trunk network 
and the irregularities in the actual subs cd ber' s in
ventory, and have to be corrected accordingly. 

This line of discussion suggests the £allowing procedure; 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

optimize exchange boundaries for already in
troduced exchanges, 

find all intersection points of these bound
aries, 

taking each such point in turn, find the local 
optimal location with the method described in 
4.3 and 4.4, and calculate the corresponding 
F-value, 

arrange these locations in a sequence with de
creasing F-values, and temporarily eliminate 
such locations which are close to the more pro-. 
fitable locations higher up in the sequence, 

exchanges are now introduced at all points in 
the sequence where the F-values exceed a given 
threshold value, corresponding to the cost of 
site, building, etc, and the procedure is re
peated until no further profitable locations 
can be found. 

4.3 EXCHANGE LOCATIONS 

Considering the exchange boundaries as temporarily fixed, 
and having access to sufficiently good initial locations, 

• local optima for the exchange locations will be reached 
when the partial derivatiVl!:s of the cost function C with 
respect to the exchange coordinates, xr and Yr, simul
taneo-.sly h9.a.mne zero for all r. 

BC = 0 
6xr r = 1,2, .......... ,E ". (28) 

BC = 0 
BYr 

If the available transmission medial have ~ linear cost 
structure (se.e ··fig. 2 and 3), where 
, 

c1 distance dependent cost per length unit of C1 

, . 
c2 = distance dependent cost per length unit of C2 

we can write 

d'C -

E 

t [[ N,,#' (I' (r, t) .. N,,· ': It,r)} 
t" JclCr,tJ 

••. (29) 

dXr 
and analogously with respect to Yr. 

' Different methods for solving this 2.E equation system 
will be employed to cope with the two methods of mea
suring distances described in 2.3. 
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~.3.1 Cathetie method 

Owing to the particular form of d(i, j, r) and d(r, t) 
we get from (9) and (7) 

lA- if Q,/ Q1 >0 d dl,:),') • 
J"Xr 

2"1'-' (X,:- j ) if 0, 'Q, < 0 . ... (30) 

-jA- /' Q'J Q2 < 0 

and from (5) 

JJlr,t).f ~ 
dX,. [-~ 

• 

,., X,. > Kt 

,of ~r < Kt 

and analogue expressions wi th regard to Yr' 

Thus, if we introduce 

we find the optimal column, n~, for xr from 

and, finally, xr from 

I H~.7)_ Hfr,n.-I) 
X,. • n¥ - '2 ,. -----------

H(r,nz ) -H(r, nlt-I) 

... (31) 

... (33) 

... (3~) 

An analogue line of reasoning leads to the optimal Yr' 

Thus, as Y Rapp has pointed out (ref. 1), the partial' 
derivati~s become zero if the exchange is located at . 
the intersection of the x- and y-medians with respect 
to the number of subscribers and trunk lines weighted 
wi th the distance-dependent cost per length lUli t for 
the appropriate cable type. 

~.3.2 HYpotenuse method 

With the derivatives (1~, 15, 19 and 20) inserted in (29) ' 
we have to solve a non-linear system of equations Where 
there exists not only an interdependence between the x-

. and y-coordinates of an exchange~ Which was not the case 
in the cathetie method, but also a much stronger depen
dence on other exchange coordinates. 

We have chosen to solve this system by expanding i~to 
a Taylor-series, and trlmcating after the first-order 
derivatives: 

• ... (35) 

6Yr 6Xt • f1Xt + 

02C 
+ 5Yr OYt -f1Yt ) .= 0. 

( r = 1, 2, •• ~ ••••••• , E ) 

The second order derivatives of C with regar~ to the ex
change coordinates are easily derived from (29) by using 
(g) - (23). 

This system of 2E linear equations in~xt and ~Y'i we can 
easily solve by well-known methods. The fact that the 
diagonal coefficients are quite large compared to the 
other coefficients facilitates ·this. Iterative use of the ' 
Taylor-expansion wi i;h the derivatives c~lculated for the ' , 
improved x- and y-coordinates makes it possible to cal
culate the optimal x and y quite accurately. 

~. ~ BOUNDARIES 

Temporarily assuming fixed exchange locations th'e optimal 
exchange area bOlUldaries are fOlUld by minimizing the cost • 
flUlction with respect to c (i, j, r) for all (i, j). This 
becomes a simple cost comparison between all C (i, j, r), 
where the cost for assigning the cr(i, j) subscribers to 
exchange r can be written as: 

C{i,j,r) =a(i,j)-C1 [d(i,j,r)] + 
E 

+ L ANrt· (03(r. t)+ 
t::1 

+~rd(r,t) ]}+ 
••• (36) 

E 

+ ~ A Ntr ·{C3(t.r) + 

+~[d(t.r)]) 
The first te:J.la denotes the cost for conne'cting the sub
scribers to exchange r. The second and third term con
tain the cost of the network connecting exchange r to 
all other exchanges in both directions. AN,..-t and tlNt r 

denote the increase in the number of jlUlctions between 
r aad t and are mainly dependent on the corresponding 
traffic increase, .t. A(r, t), caused by the er (i, j) 
subscribers: 

• 
6 Nrt . ( ) 

~Nrt ~ 6A(r,t) -~A r, t ••. (37) 

, 
6 A(r, t) can be derived 'from (3) es 

K K 

I1A(r,t) = a (i,j) '. [ " L s( t, t)'1:(i,j,k) · 
k=1 l=1 ' ••• (38) 

· a.(k,L) . 
.-. 

'and analogously for ~N*t' and 6 It (t, r). 

&N,.t . . 
~~ , finally, ~s calculated accord~ng to the. actual • 
state of the alternative routing network regard~ng the 
number of jlUlctions and the traffic flow. For low-loss 
routes this derivative should be calculated for a con
stant congestion value, and for high-loss routes for a 
constant mean value of the overflow traffic. If no di-
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reci route exists between rand t, the terms in (36) 
~hould be re~laced by the sum of the terms correspond-
1ng to the f1rst alternative. 

The 0' (i, j) subscribers are then assigned to the ex
change, e, corresponding to the lowest value C(i, j, r). 
Consequently, E (i, j, e) = 1. 

4.4.1 Initial boundaries 

If no information about the traffic flow and the number 
of juctions in the inter-exchange network is available, 
a suitable method for obtaining initail boudaries is to 
take into account only the first term in (36), i~e. to 
make a purely geographical division into exchange areas. 

4.5 COMMENTS ON THE OPTIMIZATION MEl'HOD 

With the tools provided in (4.2) - (4.4) it is now pos
sible to suggest an iterative optimization procedure 
which can be used in 4.2c) and 4.2e). The method is 
si.ulply tD make use of the functional structure indicated 
i n 4.1, that is considering the boundaries as a function 
of the exchange coordinates which in turn are dependent 
on the number of excbanges. 

In 4.2 ~ method was described providing sufficiently 
close initial locations for a given number of exchanges, 
and improvement is then made by alternate use of 4.3 
and 4.4, that is 

- improving the exchange locations whilst 
the boundaries are kept fixed, 

- improving the exchange area boundaries 
whilst the newly derived locations are consi
dered fixed, 

until the effects of further changes are negligible. Aa in 
the consecutive iterations the exchanges become more and 
my re stationary, this tends to correct automatically the 
c1 and c; which might have changed during an iteration. 

As mentioned in 3.6 some excbange :·.locations are generally 
predetermined. mhis means that the partial derivatives of 
the cost function with respect to their coordinates should 
be considered zero in 4.3. 

For subscribers with predetermined E(i, j, r) section 4.4 · 
obviously does not apply • 

• 5. CONCLUSION 

• 
The 'optimization method described in this paper has been · 
used for a considerable number of networks with varying 
sizes and degrees of complication. It has proven to be 
an effective tool in the planning of future extensions 
in looal ta1ephftnp networks • 
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